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Ab~tract 

Experimental research into suil-water management, whether un a research statiun or on fanners' 
fields, is necessarily restricted to ,spec'ijic sites over limited time illtervals. Meaningful extrapola
tion is a problem. With this in mind,.·the SUA-Newcastle RWH project pursued a twin-track ap
proach in which the experimental. effOlt .. was lillked.to the development of a simulatioll model, 
which was designed to assess the suitability of RWH technology intervelltions for allY Ilew site. 
The simulation model is briefly described (lIzd typical examples of its use as a toul for agro
technology transfer are presented. The interface is user-friendly alld the n;.odel itself is designed to 
work with readily available site data. Long-term simulation at a new site C(llZ be easily achieved to 
permit evaluation of averagepeljOl:mance and/or variability and risk. The yield-gap ullder exist
ing practice can be evaluated alungside predicted peljormance under improved practice. Exam
ples of the application of the model are givell for a maize cropping system and for a rain-fed rice 
cropping system in two different regions of Tanz(llzia. 
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Introduction 

Limitations of experimental approach 

The objective of improving fue livelihoods 
of fue rural population of Tanzania 

requires fue adoption' of new ideas, new 
technologies and better management practices 
by millions of resource-poor, small-scale 
farmers. Agricultural support services 
fuer~fore are required not only to identify 
useful innovations, but also, to', make tllem 
available to fanners at all locations where fuey 

I 

are likely to succeed. In tlle conventional top-
dowb approach to technology transfer, public-

I ~ 
sector researchers develop new teclmology on 
reseirch stations, which are fuen promoted by 
fue I extension services. The animal-drawn 
wheeled tool carrier is a celebrated example of 
meclknisation innovation developed in tIiis way 
fuat . was "perfected yet rejected" (Starkey, 
1988). Many soil conservation initiatives have 

been similarly rejected and a notewortllY study 
by Hudson (1991) for FAO attempted to explain 
fue frequent failures. . 

Sustainable development depends upon willing 
adoption rafuer tllan coercion, but it is equally 
undesirable to adopt a 'supennarket strategy' 
of placing new technology packages on fue 
shelf for tIle 'buyer' to collect. Ratller tllere is 
a need for professionals involved in develop
ment to reconsider tlle process. A new 'fanller
first' paradigm is beconiing widely accepted 
(Chambers et aI, 1989; Scoones and Thomp
son, 1994). This approach emphasises tlle par
ticipation of farmers at all stages in tIle process 
of innovation and is located in tlle fanners' 
fields: BOtII tlle traditional and tIle participatory 
approaches' demand 'time-consuming and costly 
experimental work in order to arrive at the 
technology options which seem most likely to 
work. These experiments are, of necessity, 
restricted to certain locations over limited time 
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228 J.W.Gowing et al. 

intervals and extrapolation (spatial and tempo

ral) is always a problem. 

Spatial extrapolation 

This variability is retlected in a wide tluctua

tion in annual rainfall and in a wide range of 

dates for start and end of the growing season. 

Furthermore: there may be great variability in 

'the pattern of rainfall): and duration of intra

The traditional approach a'ssumed' that tech- seasonal dry-spells as discussed by Mahoo et 

nologies, which performed well in researcher- aI., 1999. It is therefore desirable that any 

managed experiments, would also do well on field research programme aimed at quantifying 

farmers' fields. This ignored obvious differ- crop response to management factors '(such as 

'encesin altitude, climate and soils, with re- RWH) should'run for a long period to ensure 

search stations in' sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) that 'results are representatiye. Even then.it is 

often situated in particularly favourable condi- difficult to interpret differences in performance 

tions. 'Therefore' the concern for spatial' ·ex- ", between years and extrapolation may' be .based 

ttapolation was first· tackled by defining agro-· on, a crude relationship with seasonal rainfall 

ecological zones (AEZ) within which the agri- (Jones, 1987). Generally, experimental work-is 

environment could be 'considered -reasonably limited to only a few years and camlOt capture 

homogeneous (FAO , 1978).' More recently, it" the variability. Extrapolation to retlect' condi

has been recognised that this approach, fails, to " tions in' other. years 'is difficult (Critchley, 

retlect socio-economic' differences that intlu- 1989; Kiome and Stocking, 1993), and may 

ence fanners' technology choice 'anq manage- result in misleading recommendations. 

ment. The concept of resource management" 

domains (RMDs) has therefore replaced the 

AEZ as a basis for spatial extrapolation of re

search (Syers and Bouma, 1998). 

The participatory approach has a major advan

tage over the traditional approach in this re

spect as technologies are actually tested out by 

, tarmers on their own fields, thus accounting 

for local soils, topography and management 

practices. However, most development projects 

are under pressure to show impact over l~rge 

areas in a short time; TItis will not be possible 

if every potential adopter is expected to carry 

out ,experiments on their fields. Therefore, 

once a technique has been seen to be successful 

in one area, attempts will be made to transfer 'it 

'to other areas with different soils, topography 

and management practices. At tIlis point, the 

participatory approach faces ,a similar spatial 

extrapolation problem as the traditional top

down approach, which may be further,compli

cated by tIle need to predict performance at a 

local scale. , . 

Temporal extrapolation' ' 

In arid and semi-arid regions, variability in 

rainfall amount and tinting ~s large and is often 

the primary detenninant of crop perfornllince. 

The objective of this paper is to explore alter

native approach of using computer models}.o 

overcome the limitations of experimental ap

proach. 

Simulation Approach 

Simulation approaches must, be co~sidered in 

relation to the available models, which attempt 

to simulate the biophysical process~s in each of 

the RWH sub-systems: , 

• . The catch).nent sub-system gene~ates run

'o(f, which is harvested a,nd conveye~ to 

.tI~e cropped area; 
• The cropped area sub-system receives and 

stores b,oth rainfa,ll and, runoff, which 

, . contri~ute. to the \soil-moisture reservoir./ 

For tIle crop are,a suH-system, mechanistic crop 
~ ... _ .. 

mod~ls are useful" ip tIIat they offer the op-

pO,rtunity f9r researcp.ers, to eva~uateexpected 

yield undertIJ.<::! range Of weather' conditions 

experienced' ,over m~ny; years. There are a 

number of models which simulate maize mono

crops under senli-a'rid conditions including 

SODCOM (O'Calla~han et aI., 1994), CERES 

(Tsuji et aI., 1994), and PARCH (Bradley and 

Crout, 1996). These models represent the illl-
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portant biophysical processes using parameters 
ft\at represent the conditions for a specific site. 
In the context of RWH, proper simulation of 
the soil-water dyruunics and crop' response to 
moisture regime is particularly important. Ste
phens and Hess (1999) demonstrate_ h~w the 
PARCH 'model was used to extrapo!ate. ex
perimental data' for maize in_ seI!u-arid Kenya 
under different soil-water managt;:!ment scenai-' 
ios. 

For the catchment area .. sub-system, the re
quirement is to simulate runoff response to 
raintall at approp'riate temporal and -spatial 
scales. Proper modelling of the soil-water res
ervoir in th<; c'ropped area detennines the re
quirement for a daily time-step. The selection 
of spatial scale however depends upon the type 
of RWH system. For a micro-catcluuent sys-' 
tem this will be typically 100 m2 to 1 ha, 
wheie~s for a rnacro-catchment system it will 
be 1 ha to 100 ha (Gowing af al., 1999). As 
with mechanistic crop models; a detennilustic 
(physically-based) approach is preferred, since 
in general the data required to calibrate a sto
chastic model will not be available. 

Boers (1994 ) discusses alternative approaches 
to __ 11!0~~lling micro-catc~ents in' which the 
slope-length is limited to a few tens of metres. 
He concludes that a two-parameter (i.e. slope 

I 

and threshold) linear regression model tits the 
data very well. He found a small improvement 
by tncluding a kinematic wave model, but this 
reqiliires six parameters. Tauer and Humborg 

, I 

(1992) review approaches· relevant to macro-
I " 

catchments and evaluate them using data from 
1/, 

a la'4 ha experimental catclunent in Mali-., A I ' , 
single lumped-parameter model based on, the 
Soi~ Conservation Service (SCS) curve number 
method (USDA, 1972) performed quite well. 
Patlkk, et al., (1989) also report good predic~ 
tion performance using a sinular model in In-
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dia. An alternative approach in dealing with 
macro-catclunents is to use a distributed pa
rameter approach to model tlle spatially vary
ing processes on an event basis. Models of this 
type have been, developed plirnarily for use in 
small ungauged watersheds (typically 1 km2 to 
100 km2

) to predict the intluence of land-use 
and management on runoff, sediment yield and 
water quality. S()n~e such models are over
parameterised, but pragmatic approaches. 
which take full account of the. problem of pa
rameterisation, are available'. Ben Asher and 
Humborg (1992) used a model, which is simi
lar to the curve number approach, -to obtain 
grid-scale runoff yield. Silburn and Connolly 
(1995) developed the ANSWERS model bas~d 
on a Green-Ampt grid-scale infiltration model. 
They demonstrated tllat parameter estimation 
could be successfully accomplished using a 
1m2 portable rainfall simulator. 

Simulating RWH technology interventions in 
Tanzania 

Recognising tlle inherent limitations of the ex
perimental approach and in order to add value 
to the costly and time-consuming field experi
ments, the SUA-Newcastle project pursued a 
twin-track approach. Tlus involved linking tlle 
experimental etlort to tlle development of a 
simulation model designed to permit easy spa
tial and temporal extrapolation. The model 
aims to represent tlle important biophysical 
processes using parameters tllat can be meas-' 
ured or estinlated to represent crop" soiL site 
and rainfall. It comprises various sub-models. 
which are linked together as shown in Figu\'e 
1. It incorporates the PARCH crop model 
(Bradley and Crout, 1996) to simulate maize -
&roWtll and tlle ORYZA crop model (Wopereis 
et al., 1996) to simulate rice groWtll, but in 
principle can also incorporate otller crop mod
els. 
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Figure 1: Structure of the PARClIED-THIRST Decision Support System (nSS) 
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The model is driveri by daily values of rainfall 
and Qther agro-meteorological variables. The 
rainfill-mnCltI process: is simulated using the . 
Green'-Ampt method. By varying the surface 
treatment 'parameters, a wideval1ety of'rain
water harvesting/conservation practices can be 
simulated. The first version of. the model 
(Young and Gowing, 1996) was designed for 
in-field micro-catchment 'systems, but dlis has 
since been extended by incorporating a mnotI 
routing module to allow simulation of external 
macro-catchment systems. 

Validation data have been provided by a seven
year programine of experimental work at four 
sites located in different agro-ecological zones 
of Tanzania. Over 300 small plot experiments 
on experimental sites and farnlers' tields have 
been monitored for a varIety of soil-plant-water 
data. In addition,' dIe runotI from five larger 
catchments has been' measured. Using dIe 
model, computational experiments can be eas
ily completed for a range of site conditions 
over an, extended period. 

The model parameters have been kept as sim
ple as possible and, where they are difficult or 
time-consuming to measure, parameter estima
tion methods have been included. One of these 
pre-processors provides pedotransfer functions 
which are used to estimate complex soil hy
draulic properties, such as moisture retention 
and hydraulic conductivity, from more easily 
obtained soil properties (i.e. soil texture, or
gani\> matter and bulk density). Although dlere 
. are long rainfall records for a number of sites 
in' Sbuthern and Eastern Africa, in many areas 
climktic data tend to have been collected tor 
only~.a/few years or have large numbers of 
missing data. For tllis reason, another pre
proc:essor is the climate generator, which can 
gen~rate long series of syntlletic weather data 
with! the same stochastic properties (variability 
and ~eans) as the available historical' data and 
till in one or more missing meteorological 
variables. 

The PARCHED-THIRST clima tic generator 
works by extracting ~e statistical properties of 
historical weatller dqta and using tllese, in 
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combInation with random number generators to 
produce novel series of weatller data with the 
same statistical properties as tllat which was 
input. The 'cliimtic generator is supplied with 
weatlier parameter tiles for a number of si tes in 
Tanzania. The historical data used in the model 
wa~ tor a period of 20 to 30 yt:~rs in each case. 
As with any statistical metllOd tlle larger tlle 
sampie of historicai data' (tlle number of years 
of weather data at a site), tlle better will it rep
resent tlle population from which it is taken. 

Depending upon tlle data available, tlle climatic 
generator can generate two types of weather 
data: .. 

(a) Full agrometeorological weather tiles - tllis 
is the generation of tlle full range of vari
ables required by tlle PARCHED-THIRST 
model. 

(b) Rainfall dependent weatller tiles - in many 
areas, raintall data llave been collected for 
long periods of time while other agrome
teorological data have only been recorded 
in recent years. To allow tlle full potential 
of these long-term raintall records to be 
realised, tlle climatic generator can use dIe 
statistical properties of the rest of 
agrometeorological data to realistically 
generate tlle rest of tlle weather variables 
in tlle years tor which only raintall data 
are available. 

Simulation results and discussion 

Micro-catchment systems 

Experimental results tor maize grown widl 
micro-catchment RWH were obtained tor a site 
in-the Western Pare lowlands (Kisangara) tor 
five s~asons and tor tour different catchment 
sizes (Hatibu et at., 1999). In view of the pro
nounced variability in raintall amount and 
timing, these results cannot easily be inter
preted in a longer-term perspective. Theretore, 
tlle longer tenll variability and average per
tonnance was evaluated widl tlle aid of sce
nario simulation based on a 30-year simulation 
period Witll syntlletic weatller data representa- / 
tive of tlle Kisangara site. The resulting aver-
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232 J.W.Gowing et al., 

age raintall values were 338 mm in Vuli and 
502 lUlU in Masika, 

cropped area with Catchment Basin Area Ratio 
(CBAR) of 2:1). Average yields over the 30 
year period, are .increilse,d by 10 % in Masika 
and by 75 % in Vuli. This ~xtende4 analysis 
provides a clyarer context fOJ, the interpretation 

-
Results are presented in Figure 2 f~)f both sea-
sons,t:or one catchment size (i.e. twice size of 
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Figure,2: Simulated grain yield by season for 30 years at Kisa~g~ra:-- --
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. of relatively short-tenn experiments" which 
may. .oc:cu~ dl;lring a wet period or a dry period. 

'. How.ever~ the value: of the simulation . lies not 
only in" the evaluation of long-tenn average 

response, but even more so in the year~to-year 

variability. It can be seen that there' is little 

improvement in most Masika seasonS,' bur' a 

clear 'response is apparent in approximately 

h~lf of the Vuli ~easo~. This. provides a,soup.d 

basis for evaluatirig. variability and risk, which 

. may be at least as i~portant as mea~ response 

in detennining technology adoption, but cannot 

otherwise. be analysed except by very long

term experiments. 

A second scenario simulation was conducted to 

examine the way in which the same RWH 

'system could' be . expected to perfonn under 

conditions of de'creased rainfall. This was 

achieved by repeating the simulation using 

different data sets, which are representative :of 

Kisangar~, Satile and a' drier site. Average 
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rainfall totals for each case are given in Table 

1 together with summarised data on yield in

: crements obtained from compallrig the RWH 

system with' ~ raillfed crop in each case given 
in'Pigliie3:' ', ..... '.:., ' 

~ [ J 

. In. Masika season, the benefit obtained from 

, RWH is minimal under all three scenarios, It 

can tlierefoie be concluded that the 'experi

:kental results obtained at Kisa'ngara can be 

"assumed to appiy for all sites in the Western 

Pare lowlands, since the simulation scenarios 

reflect the full range of conditions to be ex

pected. In Vuli season, however, it is apparent 

that the response varies with rainfall regime. 

An a verage yield increment of 24 % was ob

tained under the driest case, but this increased 

. to 43 % under the wettest. This indicates that 

. the experimental results obtained for Kisangara 

cannot reliably be extrapolated to drier sites 

within the Western Pare 10wlaIl:ds. 

"Table 1: 30,year. meaitVuli and Masika seasonal rainfall totals (mm) for three rainfall regime 

. Rainfall regime Mean seasonal rainfall (rum) 

'. Kisang~ra .. ' 
Same 
D'ecreased 

- . 

Vuli 
338 
238 
215 

Mean grain yield by rainfall regime and rainwate'j- harvesting 
treatment 

Masika 
502 
405 
315 

4 ~--------~----------------~------------------~ 

3.5 

3 
n; 
~ 2.5 

" , Cij. 2 
':;' -- . 
,~,~ .5 
15 

0.5 

o 

.Vuli 
&li3Masika 

Rainfall regim e and rainwater harvesting treatm ent 

Figure 3: Mean wain yield by rainfall regime and catchment: cronned area ratio. R
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Macro-catchment systems 

,Experimental ,resuljs for maize grown with 
m~~ro-catclnnent RWH' were obtained for Ki
timi site for three seasons (Kajiru et al., 1999). 
To extrapolate and add value to these results, a 
scenario simulation was completed using a 20-
year simulation period with weather data rep

-resentative of the site. The simulation was then 
_ extended to examine three water-sharing sce

narios. The first retlects the .actual, experimen
tal conditions; in the second scenario the same 
volume of runoff is spread' over a cropped area 
o'f twice the size; in the third scenarIo, the 
cropped area is· three times, the size of the first. 

. The actual volmne of runoff harvested by the 
system and number . of runoff events varies 
from· season~to-season, but is the same fo'r all 
three scenarios:-

The initial s\mulation indicates that no im
provement over rainfed production was 
achieved in the Masika s~ason. However, in 
Vuli season it can be' seen from Figure 4 and 
Table 2 that a clear response is· apparent in 
approximately half of the seasons simulated. 
As a result average grain yi~ld was more than 
doubled and the overall a;era-ge performance 
achieved was more than 70% of the Masika 
yield. When the simulation 'Yas'~exiended to 
include consideration of water-sharing, it 
showed that in most years the incremental yield 
per hectare compared with rainted conditions 
was greatly reduced by spreading runoff over a 
larger area, but total production was increased. 
This indicates tlIat simulation studies provide 

an important 'aid to optnmsmg the size of 
command area tor a macro-catchment system. 
A second scenario simulation was conducted to 
simulate pertormance of the majaluba syste!'n 
tor rainted rice production. Weather data from 
Ngudu in Maswa district tor. a 20-year, p~riod 
provided the basis tor the simulation. The !n
vestigation included three different ratios of 
catchment to cropped area and tw'o ditferent 
methods of water distributIon within the 
cropped area. Tlie cropped 'area in each case 
w:,ts kept at 3 ha, but the catchment areas were 
,set as 3 ha, 10 ha and 20 ha. Water distribution 
alternatives were '<1 serial (ca~cade) 'system and 
'a 'parallel (equal division) system as illustrated 
in Figure 5. In each case yield was predicted 
for the top third, middle third and bottom third 
of the, cropped area. 

The results indicate that a 3ha catchment area 
is inadequate, but that there is little, difference 
betwe'en 10 ha and 20 ha catchment site's: Re
sults also clearly show that the parallel system 
(i.e. equal water divi~ion) is, m~ch, ,better for 
the middle ilnd bottom plots. OveraIl,perfoflIl
ance is increased by 80 % over the cropped 
ilrea taken as a whole, but ,the trade-off is that 
the yield from the top plot is reduced by 35 % . 
Clearly, if all three plots down 'the s~ope: be
long to a· single farmer, the optimal· strategy 
must be to spread the water equally. In practice 
there lllay be different farmers involved' and 
the simulation result lllay therefore provide a 
basis for discussion and agreement over water 
sharing. 

/ 
I // 

Table 2: Simulated grain yield (t/ha) of maize under ditTer~nt water management 
strategies at Kifaru. ! 

Rainwater harvesting practice 

Rain fed 
All water for one field 

Shared betw.een 2 
Shared bet~een 3 

I 
! 

Mean gr,ain yield '(t/ha) 
Vuli I I 
0.98 \ 
2.48 
1.74 
1A8 

Masika 
3.38, 
3.39 

, 3AO 
3'AO 

., 
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l Relative benefit of RWH under different sharing stragies 
for the growth-of maize at Kifaru in vuli season 4 ~~~~~~~~--~~--------------------------------, I 
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Figure 5: The two majalllba s'ystems simulated (serial and parallel) with grain yields 
for, different catchment sizes (3, 10 and 20 ha) feeding three Ihajalubas. 
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Conclusions 

Experimental research into soil-water man
agement, whether on a research station or on 
farmers' fields, is necessarily restricted to spe
cific sites over limited time intervals and 
meaningful extrapolation is a problem. Recog
nising the inherent limitations of the experi
mental approach, the SUA-Newcastle project 
pursued a twin-track approach. This involved 
linking the experimental effort to the develop
ment of a simulation model designed to permit 
easy spatial and temporal extrapolation. The 
model aims to represent the important bio
physical processes using parameters that can be 
measured or estimated to represent crop: soil, 
site and rainfall. This paper has demonstrated 
only a few of the'scenario simulations that can 
be conducted using input data that! can be ob
tained relatively easily for any 'site in semi-arid . 
Tanzania. ' ' 

The twin-track approach introduced additional 
requirements into the experimental effort in 
order to provide all data necessary for validat
ing the model, but it is concluded that this bur
den was worthwhile because of the added 
value, which accrued from the work. This can 
be judged on the basis of two key questions: 
• Does it make ,the research better? 
• Does it make the research more efficient? 
In both cases the answer is positive, since the 
twin-track approach provides more complete 
understanding and more a~curate predictions 
than would be the case for field research alone 
unless it was continued over a much longer 
period and replicated on a number of sites. 

\ .,' 
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